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GENERAL INFORMATION

The construction of arch is running near chowkli village

at junagadh. It is constructed as main gate for Gurukul. Arch

is  generally  constructed  to  give  attractive  and  historic

elevation  to  main  gate.  Arch  construction  is  useful

construction for civil engineer. Arch construction is learning

in 3rd semester in building construction subject, so we decided

to take the visit of arch construction for students of 3rd & 5th

semester Students.

 In  arch  construction,  wedge  shaped  blocks  of  stone

jointed with mortar and provided across the opening to carry

the weight of the structure above the opening. 
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PURPOSE OF VISIT

Our main purpose for this visit is to be familiar with site

and  to  get  practical  knowledge  of  arch  construction,  the

methods  used  for  construction,  material  used  in  arch

construction . Our other purpose for visit was to under stand

the types of arch, different components of arches.
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LEARNING POINT

On  24th July  2017  (Monday),  we  reached  at  chowkli

under the guidence  we learn how to construct  an arch for

main gate and which material is used for it. At site types of

arch was semi circular arch. 

     In an arch construction groves are worked in the arch to

give  attractive look. 
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We  have  learnt  at  site  different  elements  of  arch  like

abutment,  pier,  intrados,  extrados,  voussoirs,  spring  stone,

springing stone, key stone, span, rise  depth of arch etc.
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 In an arch construction stone, sand and cement is

used. The proportion for cement mortar used 1:6 means one

part is cement and 6 parts is sand is used for mortar. Mortar

gives a bond between two stone.
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CONCLUSION

        From  this  visit,  students  get  the  information  and

knowledge about the construction method for arch. Students

have  learnt  different  components  of  arch  construction  and

using material for construct to it.  And  learn about precaution

that should keep in mind at  construct site of the Arch.
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